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Wipe Clean: Letters (Wipe Clean Learning Books)
Help your child learn to write letters with this amazing wipe-clean book from bestselling children's book author Roger Priddy! The outlines to complete and activities to do make writing practice simple! The special pen included with Wipe Clean: Letters
allows text to be written again and again—simply wipe letters away with a cloth.
This book is perfect for children who are starting to learn how to write capital letters. The letters are grouped by shape which helps children remember where to start each one, and the images are linked to each letter sound to reinforce the link
between handwriting and phonics. The wipe-clean pages allow children to practise again and again. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
Introduce young learners to lower case letters with this fun and engaging wipe-clean activity book. - Lots of practice opportunities to help children learn how to write letters.- Wipe-clean pages and pen so that children can try the activities again and
again.- Colourful, motivating activities to help boost confidence.
This reusable early-learning book is a great way for young children to practice hand-eye coordination while learning to write their first letters. Build their confidence while working towards developmental milestones in handwriting and letter
recognition.
Early Years Wipe-Clean: Big Letters
Wipe-Clean Numbers to Copy
Wipe-Clean First Numbers
Wipe Clean Capital Letters
Wipe Clean: My First Letters and Numbers
Wipe Clean First LettersUsborne Pub Limited
Draw over the dotted lines with the wipe-clean pen provided, and help the delightful animal characters write their numbers.
Wipe-clean pages, stylish illustrations and a wipe-clean pen combine to provide endless opportunities for children to practise letter formation, letter sounds and alphabetical order. There are letters to trace and copy and words
to write from 'apple' to 'zebra', and formations for both upper and lower-case letters are shown.
The perfect way to learn the alphabet and develop pen control whilst having fun! Notes on the inside back cover show adults how to use the book, encouraging children to trace shapes and letters with their finger and then
with a pen. Children can enjoy and benefit from repeat practice as they trace the letters, familiarise themselves with the alphabet sounds and see their own progress in starting to write.
Charlie and Lola: Charlie and Lola A Very Shiny Wipe-Clean Letters Activity Book
Wipe Clean Phonics Book 1
Wipe-Clean Workbook for 2+ Year-Olds
Wipe-Clean Lower-case Letters
Little Wipe-Clean Alphabet
Teach your kids how to write the alphabet with Bing!
Take the first steps in learning to count in this cute, portable wipe-clean workbook perfect for preschoolers! Help WIth Homework: My First Numbers strengthens counting skills and number formation. The book comes includes a wipe-clean pen with built-in eraser for all-in-one no mess fun!
Pages include tabs, which are easy to turn for little hands.
Join five animal friends for lots of fun activities based around the school day, including mazes, spot the difference and dot-to-dot. The activities cover early years concepts including colours, numbers, naming shapes and counting, and the pages are wipe-clean so the activities can be enjoyed over
and over again. Helps prepare children for school by introducing essential early years concepts such as colours, numbers, naming shapes and counting. Part of the hugely successful Usborne Wipe-clean series, offering little children fun ways in which to practise their pen control and other skills
they will need at school. Comes with a special wipe-clean pen which is very satisfying to write with, and easy to wipe off the shiny pages.
Level: EYFSSubject: English Introduce young learners to cursive letters with this fun and engaging wipe-clean activity book. * Lots of practice opportunities to help children to write letters in cursive form.* Wipe-clean pages and pen so that children can try the activities again and again.*
Colourful, motivating activities to help boost confidence.
My First Letters and Numbers
Ideal for Home Learning (KS1)
Alphabet
First Time Learning Wipe Clean- Numbers
My Big Wipe Clean Numbers
A friendly introduction to basic letter-sounds, helping children learn to write letters and simple words by writing over the dotted lines with the special pen provided. Wipe-clean and repeat until practice makes perfect! Fully supports the UK Government's
Letters and Sounds programme and phonics teaching in schools.
This interactive book is the perfect introduction to phonics for young children. With the help of friendly monsters, children prepare for reading by tracing letter shapes and saying their sounds out loud. The durable, wipe-clean pages allow children to write
again and again, as they practise phonics and combine their sounds to form simple words. Introduces young children to the complete set of phonics in a humorous, non-threatening way. Part of the hugely successful Usborne Wipe-clean series featuring a
collection of endearing but slightly goofy monsters., Comes with a special wipe-clean pen which is very satisfying to write with, and easy to wipe off the shiny pages.
Includes wipe-clean pages and a special pen, loaded with special activities to help children learn their first ABCs. This title includes each activity that is specially designed to help children learn to read and write either by themselves or with the help of a parent
or carer.
Fun first steps to learning numbers, counting, and simple math. Helps children develop key first numeracy skills. Supports number recognition and pen control. Hundreds of fun activities to do again and again. Gently encouraging instructions make learning
fun.
Numbers 123
Wipe-Clean Phonics
Alphaprints: Wipe Clean Flash Cards Letters
Doodle with Peppa
Wipe Clean Books
A 56-page activity book packed with writing exercises to get children ready for their first school years, including letter and number formation.Wipe-clean pages boost children's confidence in their abilities - if they make a mistake, they can
wipe away and repeat until they are happy with their work, eliminating 'getting it wrong' and reinforcing 'getting it right.'
Develop and practise first number skills with Peppa Pig and friends in this colourful wipe-clean activity book. Children will learn how to write the numbers 1-10 and begin to link number words with the numerals (one = 1) through a range of
fun Peppa-themed activities. Ideal for young readers who are starting school and developing first number skills and pencil control. Children can wipe the page clean and practise again and again. Includes a free pen. For more confident
learners, why not also try Practise with Peppa: Wipe-Clean First Counting to practise numbers up to 20?
A wipe-clean activity book that encourages children to write and copy words as carefully as they can. Includes a wipe-clean pen so children can practise again and again, without worrying about mistakes. Illustrations: Full colour
throughout
Writing letters has never been more fun! The reusable write-on wipe-off pages and wipe-clean marker provide endless hours of learning fun with puzzles and activities that increase writing confidence and build fine-motor skills. With wide
tracing lines and a fun and engaging puzzle for each letter, kids will have a blast as they learn to write and recognize uppercase and lowercase letters. Letter recognition is an important step toward getting ready to read, and Highlights
infuses Fun with a Purpose™ into this activity. With vibrant art and fun puzzles, Write-On Wipe-Off Let’s Write Letters takes kids on an alphabet adventure. A variety of activities, including searches and mazes, will engage and entertain kids
and build their confidence as they practice essential writing skills. Kids love that they can draw all over these books, and parents love that the write-on wipe-off format lets kids trace over and over again and again. Winner, Family Choice
Award
My Big Wipe Clean Letters
Wipe Clean First Letters
Wipe-Clean All You Need to Know Before You Start School Activity Book
Lower Case Letters Age 3-5 Wipe Clean Activity Book
Wipe Clean Letters
Here's a simple solution to the introduction of letter and number formation. Bright, bold illustration makes learning fun and easy for pre-schoolers who want to get ready for reception. Simple instruction, minimal text, colourful images and easy-to-follow
activities build confidence and allow clear demonstration of progression. Wipe-off pages mean kids can practise again and again, learning numbers to 10 and lower case letter writing skills. So get back to basics with these early introductions to writing So get
back to basics with these early introductions to writing skills.
Make learning fun with flash cards and the Alphaprints! These wipe-clean flash cards are a great way to encourage your child to practice writing. Children will enjoy learning to write their letters with this pack of 26 double-sided Alphaprint flash cards,
packaged neatly in a box with a dry-wipe pen. Each letter can be traced and copied to allow children to master letter formation, as well as improving their pen control and writing skills. The sturdy cards wipe clean so that each one can be completed, wiped
away, and repeated, for hours of early-learning Alphaprints fun!
Parents can give their children a head-start at school with this easy-to-use wipe-clean book that helps children to read and write their first letters. Get Ready for School series is now being adapted to the ever-popular wipe-clean format. More interactive and
fun, it also represents value for money as well as hours of fun and practice.
Charlie and Lola explore writing letters and first words using a handy wipe-clean pen to help children practise over and over again. Learn about big and small letters, matching, building and spelling simple words and spotting letters in unusual places! Use the
pen to trace and draw letters, then move on to the other letter-based activities. Store the pen within the front cover to ensure it is handy for each time it's needed. Charlie and Lola activity books offer a new, fun way to engage with and enjoy early years
learning. This wipe-clean letters book is also publishing alongside Exactly One Numbers Sticker Activity Book. From Children's Laureate and Kate Greenaway Medal winner Lauren Child.
B Is for Bing! Wipe-Clean Activity Book
Wipe Clean Numbers
Ready for Reading Phonics
Wipe-clean Lower-case Letters
NUMBERBLOCKS & ALPHABLOCKS
Using the special pen provided, preschool children can trace over the lower case letters, wipe off and repeat. Little ones need lots of practice controlling a pen as they start writing and this book
allows endless opportunities for that. Friendly monsters take children through the whole alphabet, one step at a time.
My First Letters and Numbers is a new, refreshed edition of one of Priddy Books' bestselling wipe-clean workbooks. Preschool and kindergarten children can learn and practice writing uppercase and
lowercase letters and the numbers 1 to 20. There are additional fun activities to further develop pen control and reinforce learning. The colorful photographs and illustrations make the book attractive to
kids, and the wipe-clean pages and dry-wipe pen mean that they can wipe mistakes away and try again until they have mastered each letter or number. This book joins the bestselling titles My Big Activity
Workbook and Early Learning Activity Book.
Children have already learned to read with the help of Annie Apple, Bouncy Ben, and Clever Cat - just three of the friendly characters who form part of the Letterland phonics system. Now children can have
fun with the Letterland friends in this wipe clean book and practice letter shapes again and again with the special pen included in the book.
This fun book is a perfect way for young children to learn their lower-case letters. Wipe-clean pages allow kids to develop essential penmanship skills while having fun.
Wipe-Clean Letters to Copy
Help with Homework: My First Numbers
Ideal for Home Learning
Wipe Clean First 100 Words
Smarties Studio Writing Letters

A bright and lively introduction to basic letter-sounds, helping children learn to write letters and simple words. The content has been taken from the VFR Workbook Sticker Books, but adapted for Wipe-clean Activities. This new format
enhances the learning experience, takes away the shame of making mistakes and represents excellent value for money. A friendly introduction to basic letter-sounds, helping children learn to write letters and simple words by writing
over the dotted lines with the special pen provided. Wipe-clean and repeat until practice makes perfect! Fully supports the UK Government's Letters and Sounds programme and phonics teaching in schools. Illustrations: Full colour
throughout
A fantastic title designed to help young children learn their letters. Each page is wipe-clean and a special pen is included. Children can practice writing letters over and over again.
Fun first steps to writing, drawing, and doodling. Helps children develop manual dexterity skills. Supports the National Curriculum. Hundreds of fun activities to do again and again. Gently encouraging instructions make learning fun.
First words Level: EYFS Subject: English Help children learn key first writing skills with the friendly students of Ladybird Class! Join Zara Penguin, Tao Meerkat, Ali Lion, Olivia Crocodile, Noah Panda and Nia Hedgehog as they have fun
practising letter shapes, writing words and making up their first sentence. Included in this book: · Fun, motivating activities aligned with key pre-school learning and Early Years Foundation Stage, perfect for supporting your child's home
learning in preparation for starting school. · Engaging questions and colourful illustrations make learning fun and help your child confidently develop their phonics skills by sounding out letters and tracing over the words with the special
pen. Practice again and again with the wipe-clean pages and included eraser. · All the key skills children need to learn how to write words: from writing letters in alphabetical order, using capital letters for names and first sentences, to
writing groups of letters that require the same hand movements (for example, curly, round letters a, c and o). · Helpful parent notes with left-handed guidance and activity answers to support learning and give your child a sense of
achievement. A perfect follow-on title to the first letter-forming skills introduced in Learn with Ladybird: Wipe-Clean Letters.
Wipe-Clean Alphabet
First Words: a Learn with Ladybird Wipe-Clean Activity Book 3-5 Years
First Letters
My Big Wipe Clean Handwriting
Using the simple and fun activities, children can learn to write and count numbers again and again with this amazing wipe-clean activity book.
Using the special pen provided, young children can trace over the capital letters, wipe off and repeat. Little ones need lots of practice controlling a pen as they start writing and this
book allows endless opportunities for that. Friendly monsters take children through the whole alphabet, one step at a time.
This fun book is perfect way for young children to learn about letters.
Wipe Clean Alphabet Book
Write-On Wipe-Off Let's Write Letters
Wiple-Clean Words to Copy
Peppa Pig
Cursive Letters, Age 3-5 Wipe Clean Activity Book
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